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Swedish Vallhund Club of America

continued on page 2

The Swedish Vallhund will be
entering the Miscellaneous

Class as of September 1, 2005. This
breed has been competing in companion
and herding events for the past year with
success. The following is the Parent
Club breed standard. The Contact for
the Swedish Vallhund Club is: Rose
Martino, SVCA Judge Education
Chairperson, fromar@aol.com.

GENERAL APPEARANCE-The
Swedish Vallhund (SV) is a very old
Spitz-type breed known since the time
of the Vikings. For centuries the SV
has been kept as a farm dog and used for herding cattle.
The SV is a small, powerful, fearless, sturdily built Spitz
herding dog. The correct relationship of height to length
of body is 2:3. The SV has a wedge-shaped head, prick
ears, and a close-fitting hard coat of medium length and
sable coloring. The double coat and the characteristic
“harness markings” are essential features of this breed.
Tail may be natural (long, stub, or bob) or docked. The
appearance of the Swedish Vallhund conveys intelligence,
alertness and ener-
gy. Balance, out-
line, temperament
and movement are
of overriding
importance. The
SV is a thoroughly
sound animal, versatile in its desire to do traditional herd-
ing or with proper training compete in companion events
such as obedience, tracking and agility, and/or serve as a
family companion. 

SIZE, PROPORTION, SUBSTANCE - Height at
the withers for dogs ranges from 12.5 - 13.5 inches and
bitches 11.5 - 12.5 inches. Minor variations may be seen;
however, more important is the proportion. Proportion -

The relationship of height to
length of body, as measured from
the prosternum to the rearmost
portion of the buttocks, should
be 2:3. Substance - Strong, well
boned, well developed, neither
refined nor coarse, and a solidly
built, muscular body. 

HEAD - Rather long and
clean. Viewed from above, the
head forms an even wedge from
skull to tip of nose and is well
filled-in under the eyes. Eyes -
Medium size, oval in shape and

dark brown with black eye rims. Ears - Medium size,
pointed, prick. Set at the outer edge of the skull above a
line drawn from the corner of the eye. Ear leather should
be firm from base to tip, smooth-haired and mobile. The
dog should make good use of them. Skull - Broad and
almost flat. Stop - Well defined. Muzzle - Viewed from
the side, the muzzle should look rather square, slightly
shorter than the skull. Planes - The top lines of the muz-
zle and skull are parallel to each other. Nose - In profile,
the nose is on the same line as the muzzle and does not
extend beyond the forepart of the muzzle. Pigmentation
- Black. Lips-Black and tight with no noticeable flews.
Teeth - Strong, well developed, with full dentition in a
scissors bite. Any deviation is a serious fault. 

NECK, TOPLINE & BODY - Neck - Long, strong-
ly muscled with good reach. Topline - Level when stand-
ing or moving. Chest - Good depth. The ribcage is long
with fairly well sprung ribs. Viewed from the front, the
chest should be oval; from the side, elliptical. In a mature
dog it should reach down two-fifths of the length of the
forelegs and, when viewed from the side, the lowest point
of the chest is immediately behind the back part of the
foreleg. The prosternum is visible and not excessively pro-
nounced. Underline - Slightly tucked up. Back - Well

SWEDISH VALLHUND CLUB OF AMERICA
STANDARD OF THE BREED

The double coat and the
characteristic “harness
markings” are essential
features of this breed.
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Swedish Vallhund
muscled. Loin - Short and strong.
Croup - Broad and slightly sloping.
Tails - Tails may be long, stub, or
bob. May be shown natural or
docked. All tail types are equally
acceptable. 

FOREQUARTERS - Shoulders
- Strongly-muscled. Shoulder blades -
Long and well laid back. Upper arms
-  Slightly shorter than the shoulder
blades, set at an approximate 90
degree angle, close fitting to ribs, but still very mobile. A
line perpendicular to the ground can be drawn from the
tip of the shoulder blade through the elbow to the
ground. Elbows - Move parallel to the body, turning nei-
ther in nor out. Forearms - When viewed from the front,
slightly curved to give free action against the lower part of
the chest; the pasterns and feet are parallel. Viewed from
the side the forearms are straight. The height from
ground to elbow is almost half the height from ground to
withers. Legs - Well boned. Pasterns - Slightly sloping,
elastic. Dewclaws - May be removed. Feet - Medium
sized, short, oval, pointing straight forward. Toes -
Tightly knit and well knuckled. Pads - Thick and strong. 

HINDQUARTERS - Angulation - To balance the
front. Well angulated at stifle and hock. Legs - Well
boned. Upper and lower thighs are strongly muscled.
Lower thigh is slightly longer than the distance from hock
to ground. Stifles - Well bent. Hocks (Metatarsal bones) -
Perpendicular to the ground and viewed from the rear,
parallel. Feet, toes and pads - Same as forefeet. 

COAT - Medium length hair, harsh; topcoat close
and tight. Undercoat is soft and dense. Hair is short on
the head and the foreparts of the legs and slightly longer
on neck, chest and back parts of the hind legs. Dogs are
to be shown in an untrimmed, natural state. Faults include
wooly, curly, or open coats. Fluffy coats (longer hair on
body and furnishings, with ear fringes) are a serious fault. 

COLOR - A sable pattern seen in colors of grey
through red and combinations of these colors in various
shades. All are equally acceptable. Lighter shades of these
colors are desirable on the chest, belly, buttocks, lower
legs, feet and hocks, with darker hairs on back, neck, and
sides of the body. Lighter harness markings are essential.
Although a dark muzzle is acceptable, a well-defined mask
with lighter hair around eyes, on muzzle and under the
throat, giving a distinct contrast to the head color is high-

ly desirable. White is permitted as a narrow
blaze, neck spot, slight necklace, and white
markings on the legs, and chest. White in
excess of one third of the dog's total color is
a very serious fault. Any color other than
described above is a very serious fault. 

GAIT - Sound with strong reach and
drive. The Swedish Vallhund is a herding
dog requiring agility and endurance. Viewed
from the front, the legs do not move in exact
parallel planes, but incline slightly inward to

compensate for shortness of leg and width of chest. The
forelegs should reach forward in a free stride without too
much lift. Hind legs should drive well under the body and

move on a line with
the forelegs, with
hocks turning nei-
ther in nor out. Feet
should travel paral-
lel to the line of
motion with no ten-

dency to swing out, cross over or interfere with each
other. Short, choppy movement and overly close or wide
movement is faulty. 

TEMPERAMENT - The breed is watchful, ener-
getic, fearless, alert, intelligent, friendly, eager to please,
active, and steady, making a good herding and companion
dog. Sound temperament, neither vicious or shy. 

Any departure from the foregoing points should be
considered a fault, and the seriousness of the fault should
be in exact proportion to its degree. 

The following faults are to be so severely penalized as
to effectively eliminate the dog from competition: Fluffy
coat, any color other that described above, nose not pre-
dominantly black, more than one-third white, any bite
other than scissors. 

continued from front page

The breed is watchful,
energetic, fearless, alert,

intelligent, friendly,
eager to please. . . 
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From the Portuguese Water
Dog Club of America

The members of the Portuguese Water Dog Club of
America agree on the subject -

Our Breed is Difficult to Judge!
The single most important message

to someone about to judge our breed is that
it is definitely a “Hands-On” breed.  You
cannot accurately assess the dog without feel-
ing for the necessary structure, substance and
muscle.  The coat is to be thick and very pro-
fuse and can mask an insubstantial dog, or
one without proper proportions in body
or head.  Equally important, the variations
in coats (particularly those with wavy
coats) can give rise to the illusion of an
insubstantial dog or a component that
would otherwise be observed as correct on
physical examination.  We have two coat types, curly and
wavy, plus variations of each.  BOTH COAT TYPES ARE
CORRECT, as our Standard states: No preference will be
given to coat type, either curly or wavy, so please do not
favor one over the other. 

In addition, we specify two clips, the Lion clip and the
Retriever clip. BOTH CLIPS ARE EQUALLY CORRECT,
and there is to be no discrimination between them when
judging.  Our Standard specifically states: Two clips are

Recently I was questioned on how a sweepstakes or
futurity judge should deal with dogs that have a

disqualifying fault. I bring this to your attention because
some judges have mishandled it.  Judges have disqualified
dogs in sweepstakes and the exhibitors are told they can not
show in the regular classes. Unfortunately the exhibitor may
not be aware that they are in fact eligible for the regular
classes and they miss showing their dog because the sweep-
stakes judge misinformed them. 

This rule was changed many years ago because some
inexperienced sweepstakes judges had disqualified dogs and
created problems for the exhibitor and AKC.  Even though
it may be better now, very few sweepstakes judges have had
proper training in how to use the wicket or scales. 

The only disqualification you may make in sweepstakes
is for the vicious dog rule (Chapter 11 Sec.8-A)  You may
and should measure a dog if you do not feel it meets the
standard, however you can only excuse it as ineligible, this

also applies to any other breed standard disqualification.  As
in the Rule Book (Chapter 11 Sec 8) a dog that is blind,
deaf, castrated, spayed, not having two normal testicles, or is
changed in appearance by artificial means also can only be
excused. If the dog is shown in the regular class it will be up
to the AKC approved judge to determine if the dog should
be disqualified.  This also means that a sweepstakes or futu-
rity judge cannot accept or entertain a protest because they
are not allowed to disqualify a dog.

This seems to be a problem more often with judges that
have been judging for many years rather than newer judges.
You should keep in mind that often there are changes made
in the rules and guidelines that you should be aware of.  It
may be to your advantage to brush up on the Rulebook
once in awhile so you don't embarrass yourself or an
exhibitor. It also creates problems for the exhibitor and
more bookwork for others.

Ray Scott, AKC Executive Field Representative

From Ray Scott

acceptable.  No discrimination will be made against the cor-
rect presentation of a dog in either lion clip or retriever clip.
The presentation will vary according to the grooming tech-
niques of the exhibitor or handler, but dogs of either coat
type may be presented in either clip, and should be given
equal consideration.

Although colors are limited to black, various tones
of brown and white, markings can be distributed in a
variety of ways; a dog may be brown or black, have
white markings, or be nearly all white with brown or

black markings anywhere on the body.  Ticking in the
white areas is also acceptable.  Combinations of
black and brown such as brindle, tricolor or black

and tan on the same dog are not acceptable.  
Portuguese Water Dogs have a large range

of size from the minimum to maximum in each
sex. Although an ideal is suggested, please do
not penalize a dog that is within or at either end
of the range. 

Water work is a most important element of
our breed.  Please make an effort to observe at

one of our water trials which are held many times a year in
nearly all parts of the country. Watching these dogs perform
will help you immeasurably to understand, more fully, the
form which follows the function of this breed.

Please contact the PWDCA Judges Education
Committee Chairman, Dr. Elizabeth F. Trainor (eftrain-
or20@cs.com) for more information about our Judges
Education Coordinator presentations and water trials.

Water work is a 
most important 

element of 
our breed.
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* denotes parent club sanctioned

NY Romulus - September 29
*“The Wirehaired Pointing Griffon”
Sponsored by the American Wirehaired
Pointing Griffon Association in con-
junction with the National Specialty.
Contact Linda Gagnon, PO Box 981,
Wendell, MA 01379; (978) 544-8933
(h); (978) 345-1713 (w).

OH Mason - Sept. 29 - October 1
*Judges Education Seminar “The
Gordon Setter” Sponsored by the
Gordon Setter Club of America in
conjunction with the National
Specialty. Contact Beth Beatty, PO
Box 44, Pinnacle, NC 27043; (336)
351-4815; dogartlover@ surry.net.

PA Gettysburg - September 30
*Judges Education Study Group
“The Golden Retriever” Sponsored by
the Golden Retriever Club of America
in conjunction with the National
Specialty. Contact Ainslie Mills, 19084
87A RR15, Surry, BC, Canada V4N
3G5; (604) 882-0820;
oriana@telus.net; www.grca.org.

RI Warwick - October 12 - 13
*Judges Education Seminar, Ringside
Mentoring & Hands On “The
Labrador Retriever” Sponsored by the
Labrador Retriever Club in conjunc-
tion with the National Specialty.
Contact Marianne Foote; 
(925)447-8513; fax (925) 447-4713;
mfwinroce@earthlink.net.

SPORTING WORKING

CA Ventura - July 8 & 10
*Judges Breed Seminar
“The Standard Schnauzer”
Sponsored by the Standard Schnauzer
Club of American in conjunction with
the National Specialty. Contact Carol
Karas, 5303 Baza Ave, Woodland Hills,
CA; (818) 884-6190;
nickannora@aol.com.

CO Greeley - September 8 & 9
8th *Judges Education Seminar “The
Giant Schnauzer” 9th Ringside
Mentoring Sponsored by the Giant
Schnauzer Club of America in conjunc-
tion with the National Specialty.
Contact Laurie Mason, PO Box 171,
Fraser, CO 80422; (970) 726-5209;
mikey@rkymtnhi.com.

AZ Chandler - October 16-21
*Judges Education Seminar & Ringside
Mentoring “The Great Dane”  by Jane
Treiber Sponsored by the Great Dane
Club of America in conjunction with
the National Specialty. Contact Jane
Treiber, P.O. Box 15, Curtis, WA
98538; (360) 245-3481; fax (360) 245-
3481; jetreiber@earthlink.net.

HOUND

CA Lompoc - July 29
*Ringside Mentoring “The Whippet”
Sponsored by the American Whippet
Club in conjunction with the Regional
Specialty. Contact Barbara Nyby, 2688
Southview Avenue, Arroyo Grande, 
CA 93420; (805) 473-9482; 
barbaran5@charter.net.

CA Lompoc - July 29
*Ringside Mentoring “The
Greyhound” Sponsored by the
Greyhound Club of America in con-
junction with the National Specialty.
Contact Gail Burnham, 5305 Illinois
Avenue, Fair Oaks, CA 95628; 
(916) 965-1253.

RI Warwick - July 31 & August 1
Judges Seminar, Hands On, Ringside
Mentoring “The Irish Wolfhound” by
Jill Richards Bregy Sponsored by the
Irish Wolfhound Association of New
England. Contact Dr. Carolyn Smith,
(207) 965-8868; 
blackthorn.iwh@verizon.net.

WA Auburn - September 29
*“The Bloodhound” Sponsored by the
American Bloodhound Club in con-
junction with the National Specialty.
Contact Judy Robb, 19524 Ponderosa
Drive, Pioneer, CA  95666-9367; 
(209) 295-8420.

2004 JUDGES’ BREED STUDY GROUPS AND SEMINARS
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MA Sturbridge - August 12-14
*Judges Education/Breeders Education
“The Cardigan Welsh Corgi”
Sponsored by the Cardigan Welsh
Corgi Club of America in conjunction
with the Regional Specialty. Contact
Betty Jean Greig, 35400 Eddy Road,
Willoughby Hills, OH 44094; (440)
953-1842; www.cardigancorgis.com.

MO Grey's Summit - September 15
*Judges Breed Seminar & Hands On
“The Pembroke Welsh Corgi”
Sponsored by the Pembroke Welsh Corgi
Club of American in conjunction with
the National Specialty. Contact Marilyn
Van Vleit, 3687 Croisan Creek Rd S,
Salem, OR 97302; (503) 581-5144.

MN Rochester - September 16
*Judges Education Seminar “The
Canaan Dog” Sponsored by the
Canaan Dog Club of America in con-
junction with the National Specialty.
Contact Cynthia Grupp, 2367
Soda Canyon Road, Napa, CA 94558;
(707) 226-3353.

PA Lancaster- September 23
*Judges Education Seminar, Ringside
Mentoring & Hands-On Examination
“The Old English Sheepdog”
Sponsored by the Old English
Sheepdog Club of America in conjunc-
tion with the National Specialty.
Contact Nancy Shaffer Smith; (406)
446-4116 or (316) 619-7933;
pinafore@att.net.

TX San Antonio - July 14 & 15
*Multi-Breed Seminars
14th 
“The Newfoundland” by Betty McDonnell,
“The Petit Basset Griffon Vendeen” by Kitty
Steidel, “Collie/Shetland Sheepdog
Comparison” by Alane Gomez
“The Border Collie” by Carolyn Herbel
15th
“The Weimaraner” by Dana Massey,
“The Papillon” by Dr. S. Sohn, 
“The Chihuahua” by Peggy Wilson 
“The Lhasa Aspo” by Leslie Baumann

Sponsored by the River City Cluster of
Dog Shows. Contact Helen Briscoe, PO
Box 9, Comfort, TX 78013-0009; (830)
995-5165; fax: (830) 995-5666; 
halemoss@hctc.net. 

TX Houston- July 22, 23 & 24
*Multi-Breed Seminars
“Vizsla” by Nancy Liebes,
“Chesapeake Bay Retrievers” by Melissa
Schumann, “Flat-Coated Retrievers” by
Mary Young, “Weimaraners” by Cheryl
Lent, “Field Spaniels” by Nancy Clendenen,
“Brittany” by Nancy Clendenen, “Labrador
Retrievers” by Mary Feazell, “Golden
Retrievers” by Helen Dorrance, “German
Shorthaired Pointers/German Wirehaired
Pointers, A Comparison” by Patte Titus,
“Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retrievers” by
Deb Gibbs, “Pharaoh Hound/Ibizan
Hound Comparison” by Dr. Eric Liebes and
Sheila Hoffman, “Beagles” by Kathy Forbes,
“Norwegian Elkhounds” by Nelson and Pat
Huber, “Bloodhounds” by Elaine Woodson,
“Whippets” by Denise Tatro, “Basenji” by
Jeraldeen Crandall, “Rhodesian Ridgeback”
by Barbara Sawyer Brown, “Scottish
Deerhound” by Liz and Alan Arthur,
“Afghan Hounds/Saluki Comparison” by
Garry and Dr. Judy Newton. Sponsored by
the Dog Judges Association of America in
cooperation with the Reliant Park World
Series of Dog Shows. Contact Joe Purkhiser;
(210) 467-0759.

DC Washington - August 13 - 19
“17th Annual Week Long Course in
Canine Conformation Judging”
Sponsored by the American Canine 
Education Foundation. Contact Lt.
Col. Wallace H. Pede; (703) 451-5656; 
fax (703) 451-5979; scja@cox.net or
Nina Sherrer; acef04@yahoo.com.

CA Pleasanton - October 21
“Building A Better Dog Show -  
A Symposium for Judges and Clubs”
Sponsored by the Del Valle Dog Club
of Livermore, The American Kennel
Club and the Dog Judges Association
of America. Contact Tonya Howe,
American Kennel Club, 5580
Centerview Dr., Raleigh, NC 27606;
(919) 816-3514; tbh@akc.org.

KS Overland Park - Sept. 11 & 12
11th *Judges Breed Study Group
“The Maltese” 12th Ringside
Mentoring Sponsored by the
American Maltese Association in con-
junction with the National Specialty.
Contact Vicki Abbott, 1060 Pecan
Drive, McKinney, TX 75069; (972)
562-1200; lvabbott@imagin.net.

TX Hutto - September 16
*Judges Education Seminar
“Judging the Italian Greyhound”
Sponsored by the Italian reyhound
Club of America in conjunction with
the National Specialty. Contact
Debbie Avila, 10561 Cliota St,
Whittier, CA 90601; (562) 699-2474.

TX San Antonio - September 28
*“Judging The Pug” Sponsored by
the Pug Dog Club of America in con-
junction with the National Specialty.
Contact Charlotte Patterson, PO Box
1044, Destin, FL 32540.

CA Sacramento - October 5 -7
*Judges Education Seminar &
Ringside Mentoring “The French
Bulldog”  Sponsored by the French
Bulldog Club of America in conjunc-
tion with the National Specialty.
Contact Virginia Rowland P.O. Box
300, Templeton, MA 01468.

OK Oklahoma City - June 30, July 1- 3
“Seminars on all Herding Breeds”
Sponsored by the Oklahoma Summer
Classic. Contact Dr. Roger S.
Pritchard, (405) 738-1872; roger-
akc@aol.com or Julie McIlwraith;
(405) 328-0106; bleuwynde@aol.com.

NON-SPORTING

TOY MULTI-BREED

i d f 6

HERDING GROUP

MULTI-BREEDHERDING GROUP
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Statement from the
Cairn Terrier 
Club of America

On behalf of the Affenpinscher
Club of America, we request

a paragraph be inserted in the next
Judges' Newsletter to include a notice
correcting the error that occurred in
the reprinting of the Affenpinscher
Breed Standard. That error appears

under color - The typo made states that
"beige" is an allowable color. The
allowable color is "belge", a color of
black and reddish brown mixture.

Jacqueline L. Stacy
President
Affenpinscher Club of America

Affenpinscher
Correction

There is an omission of an important
phrase on page 14 of The

Clarification, Amplification and Illustration
booklet of C.T.C.A. Under Ideal Size the fifth
sentence should read:

“The dog must be of balanced proportions
and appear neither leggy nor too low to ground;
and neither too short nor too long in body.” 

That is the exact wording of the Official
Standard.  The Board of C.T.C.A. will appreciate
all judges of Cairns correcting this omission in
their booklets.

Lydia C. Hutchinson
President
The Cairn Terrier Club of America

Dealing with dogs 
entered in multiple classes:

When an exhibitor has entered the dog in more
than one class, once the dog has competed, it

must continue to compete in all classes for which it is eligi-
ble. (Chapter 14, Section 1 of the Rules.)   Dogs may be
absent for the first class and still compete in the second class.
However, once defeated in any class, a dog is not eligible for
the Winners Class.

The dog will have the same armband number for each
class in which it is entered. The 2nd time the number is list-
ed it will be in parenthesis. If the dog does not compete in
the first class, mark it absent. When you notice a dog is
entered in multiple classes, instruct your ring steward that it
may be absent from the first class, compete in the second
class and be eligible for the Winners Class.  If the dog com-
petes in all classes and is 1st it is eligible for Winners. The
second place winners in all the classes in which the Winner
has competed are then called in for Reserve. If it competes

in all classes and is
defeated in any class, it
is not eligible for
Winners. 

A common question
asked when a dog is
entered in multiple
classes is: Is the dog counted more that once in figuring the
point total for the day? No, the dog only counts as one
entry.

If time allows prior to the start of breed judging, the
ring steward can refer the exhibitor to the superintendent or
the AKC rep for an explanation of the judging procedures.
The exhibitor who enters a dog in multiple classes is usual-
ly new to the sport and will appreciate the explanation.

Delores Burkholder
AKC Executive Field Representative

Is the dog 
counted more 
than once in 

figuring the point 
total for the day?

Springer Spaniel Symposium
Third International English Springer Spaniel Symposium October 1st,

2005 at the Monroe County Fairgrounds, Monroe, MI. In conjunction with the
Monroe Kennel Club All Breed Shows Saturday ESS judge-Mr. Ray Smith,
Melverly Kennels, UK. Sunday ESS judge-Mrs. Kate Keely, Alhambra Kennels,
Australia 

For the third time, English Springer Spaniel fanciers from around the
world will come together to discuss the breed. Last year's event, held in
Sweden, drew 200 participants, half of which were judges. This is a unique
opportunity for American judges to gain valuable insight, from a global view-
point, about the English Springer Spaniel. The Saturday evening format will be
a moderated panel discussion with audience participation encouraged. The
program will be highlighted with PowerPoint slide presentations of dogs from
around the world and open, honest discussion of the similarities and differ-
ences that are seen in the breed and the Standards, with the emphasis placed
on working together to keep the breed “one” for the future.

To register to attend this event, email David Swank, event coordinator, at
David@IESSC.org.
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Reminder:
Changes to the Miscellaneous Class

became effective September 1, 2004.  
The changes to the judging

routine are: Each approved miscel-
laneous breed will compete in each

sex in the two required classes
(Puppy and Open). A Best of Breed Class
will include the winners from the four possi-
ble classes and will determine a Best of
Breed and a Best of Opposite Sex to Best of
Breed. (There is no Winners Class.) Each of
the Miscellaneous Class Best of Breed win-
ners will compete for Best in Miscellaneous
Class.  (similar to
Group judging)

The intent of
the changes is to
increase participa-
tion and better
prepare the
M i s c e l l a n e o u s
Class breeds for regular competition.

Delores Burkholder
AKC Executive Field Representative

Lowchen

A pre-application interview with a Field Rep is
necessary before you send your application into
the office.Your application will be returned if it is
not stamped by the Field Rep.

On the additional breed applications your edu-
cational information must include some current
dates - within the last five years.We consider older
dates but you must also have some current dates.

For those of you who haven't recently applied
for new breeds you will need current observation
reports to be considered for additional breeds.

Mary Ann Alston
Director, Judges Operations

Think 'teacup.' The old-fashioned kind with the precisely curved handle - a handle without
curlicues, dips or squiggles.  Just a gentle up-and-over smooth curve.  The sort of handle that invites
you to curl your index finger around it, project your pinky out for balance and politely sip your tea.
Got the picture?  Good!

Now, transfer the image of that handle to the posterior of your Lowchen.  The correctly set and
carried Lowchen tail should bring to mind that perfect tea cup handle.  If the plume end of the tail
was firmly affixed to the back (please don't try it), you should be able to envision slipping a finger or two through the opening as
you would that cup handle.  Keep in mind here that we're talking about the Lowchen in motion.  It's perfectly acceptable for the
Lowchen to relax the tail into a downward position when standing still, which they may do on rare occasions.  But once on the move,
the high set tail should rise to the occasion and assume the cup handle curve over the back. 

Never, ever should the tail lie flat on the back!  It's equally unacceptable for it to be carried upright like a flagpole.  And it's pos-
itively unthinkable that is should ever be tucked under between the hind legs.  That would be totally out of character for this out-
going, confident breed.  While standards from other countries stipulate that the tail should be “carried gaily,” the AKC standard
specifically calls for “cup handle” carriage.  It doesn't matter if the plume drapes over the middle of the back or cascades to one side
or the other.

On occasion, a Lowchen will have a short tail, one that doesn't quite reach to the back.  Of course, the longer tail is pre-
ferred but usually the plume on the end of the short tail will compensate for the abbreviated actual length and still present
the desired picture.

The correct tail set is important.  Ideally, there's no drop or change in the level topline until the point where the tail lifts off from
the back.  A nicely rounded rump is a hallmark of the breed but it should never be achieved by means of a low tail set.  

It's often been said that if one must go to the tail of a dog to find a fault, it's probably a pretty good dog.  But that's far from
true when it comes to the Lowchen.  That correct 'cup handle' tail is a vital part of the unique profile presented by the ideal Lowchen.

Alice Bixler, Summerfield, Florida.  Article originally appeared in the AKC Gazette.  

“What You Need to Apply to Judge”
AKC PROCEDURAL SEMINARS  by AKC Executive Field Representatives

Houston,TX   - July 23 • Biloxi, MS - July 30
Springfield, MA  - November 26 • Topics include Application Process

Weighing & Measuring • Judging Junior Showmanship
Role of the AKC Field Representatives • Judges Books

Rules, Regulations & Guidelines
Sponsored by the American Kennel Club

Contact Betty Nightengale,
American Kennel Club, 5580 Centerview Dr., Raleigh, NC  27606;

(919) 816-3585; fax (919) 816-3770; bxn@akc.org.

The intent of the
changes is 
to increase 

participation . . .
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Susan Vroom Bio
Since attending her first dog show at the age of

four, the Orange Empire Dog Club in San
Bernardino, California, Sue has been an active mem-
ber of the dog community.  Her background encom-
passes a wide variety of exposures on different levels.  

At age 18, she purchased a promising young
English Springer
Spaniel from the suc-
cessful breeding kennel
Whitney's Ranch on the
advise of professional
handler, Ray McGinnis.
This led to not only a
long-standing mentor-
ing relationship with
Ray to begin her han-
dling career, but later in
time, a position as ken-
nel manager at
Whitney's, overseeing the breeding program and
assisting in the dogs' show careers.  In 1981, Sue
married Corky; a partnership that included the suc-
cessful career piloting of many nationwide winners in

all seven groups. Over
the years, she has very
much enjoyed show-
chairing conformation
events for the Southern
Bouvier Club, the
Southern Calif. Tibetan
Terrier Association as
well as judging special
events and presenting
handling and grooming
seminars in three differ-
ent countries.     

In addition to being
a professional handler,
Sue has been the breed-
er/owner of champions of nine different breeds in
five different Groups.  Three of those breeds turned
out to be Group, Best in Show and National Specialty
winners.  

Corky and Sue have a son, Aaron who resides in
California and is a Financial Analyst for Countrywide
Funding Corp.

Editor - Mari-Beth O'Neill

Contributors - Mary Ann Alston,
Delores Burkholder, 

Ray Scott, Sue Vroom

Production Editor - Betty Nightengale

Designer - Whistle Stop Press, Inc.

Published by the American Kennel Club
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